Smash n Grab Ominous Sign of Social Unrest To Come
At some point retailers will hunker down and exert serious pressure on legislators and law
enforcement to do something about the clear lawlessness that is now becoming a daily
occurrence across the nation. From the easy cash they can raise (considering about 10 minutes
or less of work) aided and abetted by the no cash bail and immediate release from jail when
they are caught, this phenomenon is wetting the appetite of a brazen new breed of young
criminals that see no downside to their behavior.
Social conditioning , learning as they have grown up that this type of behavior was first
tolerated in their homes, (often with no strong male figure of authority present) further
emboldened by a public school policy that increasingly hinders any punishment for misconduct
(under the allegation that the punishment if racially slanted) and a society that has people who
will purchase their ill-gotten gains of the theft's, because it is a real deal to buy goods at such a
discount, these criminals see no reason to stop this conduct.
The question I pose is this. When retailers figure out how to curtail this (and they will
eventually) what happens then? These thugs going to go out and get a job? I don't think so,
they will simply choose another target. I suspect with the behavior having been so profitable for
them they will turn their attention to private residences to keep the easy money flowing. As
they say a leopard doesn't change its spots because you corral or cage it---it is still a leopard.
The continued deterioration in human behavior, enabled by elected and judicial officials who
inject their social engineering nonsense into a system that use to work pretty well is criminal in
and of itself. The judge that allowed bail for this maniac in Wisconsin that resulted in 6 dead,
including an 8-year-old, and scores with serious injuries should be held to account for their
horrendous judgement that resulted in this man being released on bail to begin with. Will they
be held to account .....don't hold your breath waiting for that.
Where then does that leave us as a society? What steps in anticipation are reasonable given
that these scoundrels may soon show up at your door in the middle of the night? Firearm sales
the last few years have set record numbers, women in particular have been purchasing
weaponry in numbers that are staggering. Add to the equation the ways that we have
denigrated our law enforcement personnel, rendering them in a sense hand cuffed in doing
their jobs and it goes full circle back to the individual citizen.
It is as if we are revisiting the early 19th century West, when the bad guys were overwhelming
whatever law there was at the time. Citizens had to rely on protecting themselves, after all it
was a wild time in America (much like now) and a cop wasn't around close by when criminals
plied their trade. No turning back in my opinion, this has been allowed to go too far. This is
going to spread across the country (like a virus) and the only manner with which we can protect
our families and property will be left to us.

Learn the law, get the firearm training one needs regarding self-defense and then prepare to
protect yourself and your family. Sadly that is where we are.
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